Casino Collectibles Association

GREG SUSONG MEMORIAL AWARD BALLOT
The Greg Susong Memorial Award is given to the person that
you feel has made the greatest contributions to the CCA and
the casino collectibles hobby, in addition to having the
greatest impact on advancing the hobby throughout 2021.
Consideration should include contributions in all facets of
the hobby, both online, in print and in person at CCA
functions.

I, _________________________
(Your Name)

(______________), place my vote for the following
(Your Membership Number)

nominee for the 2021 Greg Susong Memorial Award. The nominees (in alphabetic
order) are as follows (please vote for one only):
*** Words from those who nominated these individuals ***

Jim Follis: Jim has done a great deal in many areas of the hobby in 2021. He has created each issue
of the Monthly CCA Newsletter, he is a ChipGuide Admin, a Volunteer and Seminar Speaker at the
2021 Convention, the Club’s Vice President and Vice Chairman of the MoGH, provides content to the
Casino Collectibles News Quarterly, has set-up new and removed several Trail of the MoGH Milestone
Exhibits, performs Admin duties for the Club’s on line Message Board to delete SPAM, served as the
Secretary of the Southern Nevada Casino Collectibles Club, manages the CCA and MoGH Facebook
Pages, participates on several other hobby related Facebook Groups promoting the CCA and providing
information.
Oscar Lappalainen: He is young. He is new. In the short time that Oscar has been actively collecting
and working in the industry, he has exhibited a passion and hunger for knowledge which he actively
shares with others. He is outgoing, friendly and willing to share with any and all. Oscar’s versatility and
hosting acumen has grown exponentially over the last few years and he has developed a deep
connection to his audience through his hit shows on Facebook.
Mark Lighterman: Charter member 06, chairman Hall of Fame, Table at every convention except 1st,
Club Photographer, Exhibits Judge, on Standards Committee (when active), Speaker at convention and
other venues promoting club, writes articles for magazines including CCA.
Alan Schuyler: Nominated for above and beyond work performed for the club. Convention Set up &
Breakdown Chair for the last few years & team member for years before. Creating and building dollies
for CCA equipment used at the convention, Dollies, protected our cases well as casino, setup, and
breakdown. Designed over 50 Vegas.com site for info on downtown Las Vegas Casino.
PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED BALLOT TO:

BRIAN WATTS
13318 CANDIDA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78232

Postmark & E-Mail Submission Deadline: May 15th, 2022
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS ARE ALSO ACCEPTED BY EITHER E-MAILING A COPY OF THIS COMPLETED FORM
<OR> SIMPLY NOTING WHO YOU ARE VOTING FOR VIA EMAIL TO: GregSusongAward@gmail.com

